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WHAT IS TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS
The tragedy of the commons (TOTC) is the inability to share a common resource
that is readily available to everyone within the community and it being abused
by individuals for personal and economic gain, whilst also neglecting social and
environmental harm it may cause to themselves and others if continued.
Dictionary quotes:
What is a tragedy?
‘An event causing great suffering, destruction, and distress, such as a
serious accident, crime, or natural catastrophe.’
What is a commons?
‘Land or resources belonging to or affecting the whole of a community.’

Using these analogies, I brainstormed possible topics I could base around TOTC
in education. I later applied a technique to identify if they are applicable to the
concept and can truly be considered as a TOTC.
The technique to Identify a TOTC;
1. Doesn’t provide benefit to the overall economy
2. Consensus (Most agree that it isn’t the right approach)
3. Effort (little to no effort is made to fix the problem)
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THE INITIAL TOPICS I CONSIDER WERE:

After doing further research and creating a mindmap around the topic of failure,
I began to notice that I was still struggling to pinpoint the exact issues I’m trying

•

Food & exercise

to address, as failure in itself was starting to become a far larger topic than what

•

Textbook supply

I initially envisioned it to be. This became clear after synthesising the meaning

•

Encourage play learning

and looking at what types of affects it has on people and the general structure of

•

Mental health

the education system. The mindmap diagram below demonstrates this.

•

Failure

•

Foreign children in need of learning English (UK)

•

Kids waiting to be picked / dropped off to school

•

Detention

•

Parent Participation

The topic I chose to start with was Failure, as it gave me the best confirmation
after using the 3 point technique and comparing it against others. This topic
also has a lot more volume of research that can be accessed in comparison to
others on the list, as well as being more interesting and suited to the majority of
people’s experience with education system now and in the past.

HERE IS MY FIRST BREAKDOWN OF TOTC IN FAILURE:
Is reduction in failure a tragedy of the commons within the education system?
•

Failure is advised against by the economy

•

Most people would agree failure should be tough in some capacity

•

Education system is built on limiting exposure to failure, to ensure
productivity to future work environments
As you may see Failure stems into a lot of other topics, which is why I redirected

What is the tragedy?

my research towards ‘learning to cope with failure’ to further explore the

Forcing children towards unrealistic standards of constant success within the

reasoning behind why the education system struggles to teach students to

education system

cope with failure in a manageable way and instead enforces tighter and stricter
deadlines that avoid it.

What is a commons in this scenario?
Reducing the children’s ability to experience failure to learn for themselves.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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The underlying factor behind preventing students from learning coping skills

Much of the research towards failure has shown that pushing out creativity

to deal with failure stem from lack of time, which ensures students don’t have

and the ability to fail within classrooms might heavily impede students ability

the ability to learn and adapt from their mistakes. Instead their failure gets

to succeed and gather a better understanding about what they are learning

suppressed by the growing demand to teach them more in preparation for

(Ewing, 2016). However, by allowing failure to happen we create a false sense

exams and assessments by cramming them with information.

of mistakes being irreversible, which is partially beneficial from an economic
standpoint as more people will be afraid to take risks and will be more inclined

One of the largest driving forces towards navigating towards this topic was a TED

to follow rules, rather than stray away from the collective mindset we are taught

Talk by Keith Peters (TEDx Talks, 2016) “Our Schools should teach kids to fail’. His

to believe known as the ‘Rat race” (Wilson, 2017). We can’t escape this reality

talk highlighted the key reasons why kids should learn to better cope with failure

unless we are taught to fail and think for ourselves, although by doing so, we risk

as the current education system does not allow much flexibility for catching up

the economy to fall out of balance, because we are depending on our education

with success in case failure occurs, which is partially why some students that

system to continue producing students that fit the norm and not the exception.

once may have done very well, might eventually be struck by low grades they



cannot recover from, because they either don’t have enough coping skills to go

Hence why, Learning to cope with failure, isn’t been taught at school. We are

past temporary shortcomings or are under time pressure to continue without

shown how to fail, but not how we can benefit from it. Failure is often times seen

learning from their mistakes. This could lead to a snowball effect they might not

as a final destination rather than a temporary stop, which prevents students

be able to recover from.

from developing and grasping the knowledge how something works, instead they
aim for the solution that skips over important content, to save precious time.

The current education system teaches students that failure is a bad and that they
should avoid it. Most parents and teachers are aware that failure is an important

Success is measured by the end result and not the journey. So often we see

aspect of learning, but they choose to neglect it to pursue other incentives and

skipping to the end result as far more economically beneficial for short term

teach the children as much as they can in the hope that they can overcome

rewards, which our society thrives in, detracting from the cultural benefit of

past failures by replacing them with future success. The school system tends to

understanding fully the outcomes being taught.

overlook failure, which leaves the impression of it always being negative because

The same concept correlates to group work and how this form of behaviour

it isn’t celebrated as progress. This encourages kids to assume failure is bad and

develops our interpersonal communication and culture. Our society teaches us

has no benefit to our economy, which creates a perceived reflection that your

to act fast and deal with the problems later as short term success is often seen

failure will haunt you for the rest of your life and nothing can be done to fix it.

more valuable in the moment. However, if we allowed people to cope with failure
and develop their skills, our society would be much more rich with knowledge
and culture.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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TESTING AND RESEARCH

Having her answer some of my questions really helped me understand the
topic much better, by actually getting a real impression of the current education

I have contacted multiple schools ranging from nursery all the way up to

environments in primary schools.

secondary school to try and conduct ethnographic research in a live teaching
environment, but unfortunately nobody got back to me, after multiple attempts

It also gave me a lot of additional points to consider, one significant element

were made to get in touch including visiting the reception of a secondary school

being time constraint. Once again I was left with the impression that coping with

to arrange a meeting. See apendix E for more details.

failure isn’t the underlying problem in our education, but lack of exploration that
would allow developmental failure to flourish is.

Luckily I got in tough with a primary school teacher, Sophia Tourabi (Tourabi,
2018) that helped me answer some of the ethnographic behaviours I was looking
to observe, in an email interview conversation.
I also attempted to interview Diane Reay, who is Faculty of Education at
University of Cambridge. Luckily she responded to me and directed me towards
HERE ARE SOME OF THE BEST QUOTES THAT CONFIRMED MY

some of her useful research in relation to failure;

SUSPICIONS (TOURABI, 2018):
I am attaching a chapter in a book edited by Ingram and Tarabini that
Being a teacher, I have noticed that children are quite academic, well

I wrote this year on working class failure which I see as systemic rather

more than I was at their age. Yet, they often lack resilience and some,

than located in the working class individual. Rather than the working class

even in Year 5, cry about a challenging task for fear of failure. Resilience is

student failing themselves I see the failure as located in our elites,

something they lack and also struggle with self-esteem

their lack of care, and a hyper-competitive, individualised education
system obsessed with monitoring and measuring.

Often, they are being spoon fed ideas
I read the chapter of the book she attached in the email, and found that much
Children struggle to think independent, find problem solving difficult and

of the behaviour displayed in her examples were linked to economic privilege,

often struggle with approaching work creatively

availability of cultural cues in children’s living environments and the presence of
challengers (hyper-competitive) around them that either pulled them up or down

Time is often a limiting factor, so often the children only have one time

depending on the type of social presence they were in.

to make amendments to work based on my feedback. So I think coping
and addressing failure is lost and the process of reflection becomes about

It also demonstrated that our education system is heavily dependent on the

creating a successful (near perfect piece of work).

wealth background children come from, as privileged children have a lot more
resources and short-cuts they could utilise in terms of being brought up in a

If you teach them they never really fail because it’s part of learning, I don’t

more culturally healthy environment as well as having better education that

think this equips them with the resilience they need going into secondary

streamlines their ability to succeed, with a sense of ‘pay to win’ methodology

school

having a major presence due to being given access to private schools and tuition.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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CHAPTER 2
EXPLORATION ANALYSIS & DEVELOPMENT

OVERVIEW OF WHAT TOTC IN EXPLORATION OF EDUCATION MEANS
Most of the educational facilities lack the willpower to help develop the necessary
skills students need in regards to exploration, that can greatly heighten their

Since my research within failure and coping with failure lead me to exploration,

cultural understanding of the subjects and context of the work they are trying to

it became my new focus. I once again created a mind-map to synthesise the

achieve. Much of the classroom activities are driven by deadlines, which teach

idea and connect any other remaining elements I might be missing around

the students sets of rules they are tested on using timed examinations.

exploration and the link it has with failure.

These examinations greatly value the knowledge of the temporary rules you
learnt, that most students would often soon forget, over the general knowledge
they would gather if they were to explore the subjects further and apply them to
real-life scenarios, raising self-awareness they can more easily remember.
A lot of students also question the need for content they learn at school
(Example: Algebra), as they do not understand why they are learning certain
things, other than being told it is part of the curriculum they must complete by a
set deadline in order to succeed.
These students are being taught how to be good workers by following rules and
completing assignments on time. They are however often stripped of the ability
to think for themselves and expanding their cultural knowledge on information
they learnt because they don’t see the value of that knowledge outside the work
environment they were taught to follow. This greatly limits their curiosity and
desire to learn other things, as they are set inside an idle loop most people don’t
know how to get out of, or particularly want to, as discussed in the ‘Rat race’
theory.
It is not economically viable to teach students more about exploration because
it will not only cost more to do so, as it will require additional time to educate
students using this technique, but it will also reduce the workforce, as the people
likely stuck in the idle loop will now be familiar with exploration that allows them
to look for new alternatives to doing work based on following repetitive tasks.
This can especially be seen in the working class environment where many can’t
escape their reality as demonstrated by Diane Reay research into failure.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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The benefit of equipping more students with the skills needed to explore can

Seeing failure as an obstacle and a final destination that overshadows you for

greatly benefit their creative skills, communication and general understanding

the rest of your life can exponentially limit the ability to learn, also cause mental

of the larger picture because they would likely be much more open-minded to

health issues. If you are given the ability to explore, you present yourself with

expanding their ideas outside the set norm.

various solutions and alternatives that might not necessarily fix the mistake, but
they can surely make it better.

Exploration enables students to be more creative in relation to the way they
approach subjects, and they would likely be less afraid of failure, as it helps

Unfortunately, within schools, much of that opportunity to cope with failure is

them develop their work further, rather than it being seen as a form of limit,

taken away by examinations and deadlines, because once you complete those,

especially under examination conditions that only benefit those with good ability

there is usually no going back and you aren’t given another chance to go and fix

to remember and regurgitate information.

it. If you fail, you are expected to move on to something new and try not to fail
next time. This method isn’t always good, especially if you aren’t able to reflect

Exploration also improves students communication skills, by allowing them to

back on your mistakes and have a choice to explore them further.

adapt and compromise on projects within group work, by finding ways to see

Without exploration all you are left with is a series of events that cause your

failure within discussions as a stepping stone, rather than an obstacle. It helps

inability to learn further as you are unable to adapt alonside the information,

them evaluate others positions, and rather than arguing they are motivated to

crippling you of choice to do things you might otherwise be good at.

come to a more favourable resolution for all parties.
From a cultural standpoint, we stand to benefit much more from a society
In order for kids to grow mentally in a healthy fashion, they need to be exposed

that is knowledgeable in the application of exploration, as it opens up many

to more real-life examples and positive stimulus they can relate to. This is why

more possibilities through entrepreneurial spirit. However, from a commercial/

a lot of kids from a working-class background are a lot less favoured to succeed

economic view, for every person that is more self-aware, we limit our production

in the education system, because they were not exposed to as many necessary

of goods due to rising concern with such things as, sustainability and lack of

skills to explore more during personal time, which greatly limits their mental

willingness to do 9 to 5 hour work weeks due to a change in mentality centred

capacity to take in information and process it, especially if they were stripped

away from exploitation. This could possibly lead to a reduction in consumerism

away from the ability to play at a young age, as imagination is key to exploration

and other negative effects within our socially capitalist economy, that industries

and mental development.

stand to benefit from if they nothing changes. Changing the norm from factory
worker mentality taught in our public education system will make future

Coping with failure is also vitally important to exploration, without it, most of

generations less prone to following rules, which could offset the economic

what we learn is wasted. Coping is needed to establish a positive correlation with

balance of industries and even topple political administrations run our elites.

progressive development, and that a lot of day to day failure can be seen as a

Hence why not a lot is done to mitigate the issue.

success, as long as you are given room to interpret it as positive growth.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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CHAPTER 3
PROTOTYPE & BRANDING

An additional goal of the application is to give the privileged individuals a lead,
by creating a ‘pay to win’ mechanic that gives incentives to purchase perks that
enable people who can afford it to further streamline their education experience.
I have also created a Challenger tab to further pit everybody on the platform

I identified Exploration within education as a prime example of a possible

against each other through a form of competition, to drive the urge to strive

Tragedy of the commons, where our education system partially neglects

towards the top by giving them the ability to purchase perks that help them do

Exploration and development in favour of quick output and rule obedient

that, inspired by the way Candy Crush mechanics are utilised within one of the

citizens. Our education system is much closer to a dystopian reality than it is

most popular and addictive games of our generation.

to the utopian one. This is why I decided to simulate a dystopian future of our
education system to envision the complete removal of our exploration ability in
a speculative design. I looked at ways it could be represented in a digital format
to further remove social interaction to completely submerge the user into an
inhumane way of learning. This further compliments the idea of people following
rules in a timely fashion and seamlessly becoming more systematic towards
robotic tasks they are instructed to do, which benefit our economic environment.
The purpose of my digital application prototype is to simulate a future where
education is completely driven by success and how quickly you can complete
tasks and remember instructions/answers without giving you any ability to
understand the context behind what you are memorising and meaning. This
application is inspired by the ‘Candy Crush’ game (Smith, 2014) to get users
hooked in the system by providing them with a sense of reward and meaning
where there isn’t any. Also, I used the ‘In Time’ movie as inspiration to place
strenuous importance on Time, to make you more efficient at your tasks, by
making it the focal point of the whole application, with the main goal being
to preserve as much time as possible. This is done by skipping major parts of
cultural development and subject knowledge to achieve qualifications quickly.

The diagrams above show the process of me recording Candy Crush functionality,
taking away the best features that would benefit my application and placing some
similar elements into the structure plan for my application in the diagram below.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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MOODBOARDS

The way the examination works in this application prevents the user from

TECHNOLOGY MOODBOARDS

learning from their mistakes, as it is designed to only shows you the answers you
got correct if you passed the exam without showing you the wrong ones. You
also only need to get the bare minimum to pass the exam (D grade for most), so

To inspire my development of the

once you reach that grade you automatically unlock the next level and end the

speculative application and video, I

exam.

looked at the technology industry for
inspiration, particularly in new startup

You would also get bonuses similar to Candy Crush the quicker tasks got

launches and other speculative

completed, forcing you to do things in a “Haste” if you wanted to earn rewards or

product videos to draw away a

purchase perks to make it easier to earn them.

futuristic vibe. This helped me narrow

The concept of time is there to represent the time constraint we have within our

down the type of visual elements I

education system, and how teachers are currently expected to force children to

would have to consider.

learn as much as they can under set time pressure in preparation for exams.
What I’m trying to demonstrate is how much quicker education would be if you
were to only teach exactly what you needed to know for the exam by giving you
a set of possible answers you have to remember and regurgitate when the time
comes, without really understanding what any of it means. This removes any
cultural or personal development by restricting exploration from those topics,

I looked at colour patterns, grid layouts, compositions and typography to see if
I could spot a link among the images and the type of visual messages they tried
to convey to the user. Most of them had contrasting layouts, usually with a lot of
empty space and neutral colours.

further aiding in the idea of following rules, by doing exactly what you are told
and then repeating it.

I deconstructed the images and
took out some of the key elements

I used the real UK education level system to simulate the prototype, as I was

I thought stood out within them. I

genuinely surprised it was structured Level 1 to 8. This further proved that our

then formed a colour palette along

education system is nothing but a large scale game designed to progress us

the border, taken from images

through the levels, with ‘hyper-competition’ as one of its main goals throughout

shown within the mindmap.

the procedure.
I also placed the colours
corresponding to the images I took
them from underneath to visualise
the connection. Majority of images
shared a common theme of utilising pastel colours, which are trending in recent
technological movements, as they provide subtle clarity, but don’t detract from
other visual elements you should be paying attention too. Another common
element that is frequently seen in tech is the use of blue colour.

T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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DYSTOPIAN MOODBOARDS

POPULAR APPS MOODBOARDS

One of my goals in finding a

One of the best ways to judge

dystopian future appearence was

what colour schemes work is

to try and find examples that either

by looking at existing popular

look fairly realistic or have a visually

applications to try and see common

positive vibe that doesn’t necessarily

themes in design and colour. In

make them look all emotionally

this example, my main aim was

negative. The image on the top left

to compare popular apps such as

corner is actually a real example of

Facebook, Whatsapp, Candy Crush

a dystopian scenario that happened,

and compare them to educational

which is known as Kowloon Walled

apps to see if they share any

City. Many of the examples that I came across particularly in movies depicted the

resemblance. The only application that shared a lot of colour scheme styling

world to appear very digital, filled with consumerism/advertisements. Many of

was Candy Crush, as most of the education apps usually had very bold and

the scenarios also showed over populated areas as a common theme with some

vibrant colours. They even shared some UI design choices in the form of in-app

elements of augmentation of the person and their surroundings.

progression. From my observation, most of the educational apps try to gamify
learning.

The colour schemes in the

As you can see most of the

dystopian scenarios were a lot more

application are very vibrant and

colourful compared the technology

stand out heavily. This allows

example and often had exotic

them to be distinguished easily

colours. They also were fairly pastel

because each app tries to claim its

orientated, but it seems like these

own shade or hue that it is known

colours are trying to mimic the real

for. Another element that shows

world through the use of dull but

up frequently is the use of square

exciting hues.

layouts to break up information and
to improve clarity.
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BRAND IDENTITY

LOGO DESIGN & COLOUR TESTING
To create the brand I needed to first come
up a name and logo. The first name I
came up with was Fast Track Education
(FTE), so I proceeded to try and create a
logo that would match the name. I used
freelogoservices.com to quickly generate
some logo design ideas to inspire my
development, and I came across a logo that
was in the shape of a quotation mark that
linked to education fairly well. So I took that
design and transferred it on to illustrator

Once I settled on my logo because I liked the hidden
H, the name and the brick layout going in an upward
trajectory, I knew it was time to develop it further.
I decided to add two more neural colours from the
moodboards, to complete the colour palette.
I loved the vibrancy of the pink so I decided it will be the
main colour in my design, as it has the most character. It

and remade it there. I experimented with

also has a correlation I was trying to achieve with Candy
Crush to make it appear slightly playful. Although I still wanted to maintain

trying to place FTE inside the quotes, but

a fairly corporate look by keeping the other colours more professional in

I still wasn’t happy with its appearance so

comparison.

I created another logo in the shape of a

I decided to base my styling of the brand and application on the idea of cut-edge

graduation cap to represent the education

design through the use of the trapezium forms in my logo. I wanted to create

element.

a futuristic vibe for the application by straying away from using just squares to
create my forms. I tried to pick a font family

Once I had 3 versions of the logo I

that corresponded well with the futuristic

experimented with different shades of

idea, as a result, I found Liber Grotesque

colour using colour palettes from all three

Family font that suited the aesthetic,

moodboards.

alongside Roboto as my secondary font.

I also tried other colours that were not in
the moodboard such as the vibrant yellow
and green I liked. I then decided to continue
experimenting with the quote logo to try and
see if I could make something interesting
out of its shape. Eventually, I discovered
a logo design with a hidden H in it, so a
changed the name to Haste, to represent a
fast learning experience. I then discovered a
colour palette that matched the Candy Crush
theme, using 4 colours out of each of the
moodboards.
T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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ICON DESIGN

APPLICATION PROTOTYPING

Not all of the visual elements on my prototype
are my own, many of the icon-based designs
were borrowed from online sources, that were
free to use in personal projects.
I did create some of my own icons too,
although to save time I used the base
models I got online in the form of SVG files
and manipulated them within Adobe XD by
adding my theme colours and shapes to them,
to make their designs tailored to my own
personal use within the application.
As you can see I made a lot of heavy editing to
the black icon visuals above, by experimenting
with their shapes and appearance, and often merging multiple icons
together to create a description more suitable to what I was trying to
convey in my app, this can be seen in my development screenshots on
the right, that represent the purchase of time.
I used adobe XD to create the prototype of the application. I first created the
wire-frames to visualise the structure and see if it had potential, whilst I was
developing my brand identity in the top image. Once I settled on my brand and
logo, I decided to create the size in the scale of an A4 paper, so I could easily edit
the image into a video to appear more futuristic, and having the right dimension

I tried to keep all the icons relatively consistent by using the same
colour scheme in all of the designs including the onboarding screen,
and usually adding extra contrast by giving them an outline to appear
universally bold and visually striking.

was important to accomplish this. The middle image shows my transition to A4
scale and the implementation of the cut-edge design using trapeziums within the
geometry of the shapes. Once I was relatively happy with the layout, I began to
add colour and visual elements to the prototype.
T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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Here is the full layout of all the screens within my application prototype. A file

The app is meant to look professional and not entirely out of the ordinary, so

is provided in the submission and Google Drive link on page 2. The top set of

the user thinks and feels like it doesn’t necessarily represent a dystopian future.

pages is the tutorial for the application, while the bottom pages are the actual

In the image above you see how each page is connected and the application

application that users would use to operate the app prototype. I added some

operates. There are some tweaks that still need to be made, however, the

additional pages to the concept, to make the experience more seamless after

general experience of the application is positive from users I tested it on.

some rounds of user testing to represent the TOTC concept better.
T.O.T.C EXPLORATION
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CHAPTER 4
TESTING & COLLABORATION

USER 3
• Recommended the use of

•

Confused about the visual size
of the application (A4) until I

more icons (too much text)

pointed out the video concept.

I CONDUCTED 3 ROUNDS OF TESTING A TO C
Round A was given to users as a blind prototype without giving them any context
what it is for. This was useful for seeing what application elements need to be
fixed first before I refined both the layout and concept.

After completing this round of testing I went back to the prototype and added a tutorial segment,
additional pages to improve navigation as it was still confusing, plus more Icons in place of perk

Round B provided the users with the context of what the application is about, to

descriptions. I also added an animated perk menu in the Unit screen to enhance the visuals, plus

see if their reaction changes after fixes were made after round A.

explain the perk concept more thoroughly.

Round C gave a quick business proposal for the app without detailing the context.

ROUND A

•

Liked professional look

•

skipped tutorial

•

Layout similar to driving

•

Went back to tutorial and fund
it useful and easy to follow

USER 1
• Liked the colour scheme
•

•
•

Liked the consistency of the

Found the onboarding text to
be slightly to small to read

visuals

USER 2
• Confused about concept
without explanation
•

Doesn’t like the pink visuals

•

confusing layout

•

Said a tutorial is needed to
explain how it works

•
•

•

Concern that user will not pay
for extra time

and well informed

•

Modern/futuristic visuals

Project context was too long

•

Direct content

•

Recognised how this app is

•

Finds UI attractive

bad for underprivileged

•

Likes the padlock icons as they •

Navigation is good

provide challenge

•

Corporate appearance

Could visualise concept in a

•

Loves the CandyCrush link to

•

film scenario

Looked like I was selling a
product and not education

theory test apps

Perk page looks very statistical

USER 5
• Loves the project context!

•

ROUND B

USER 4
• Liked the transitions

•

likes the geomertry (3D)

gamefication (pay to win)
•

Found it scary

Clicked buy more time over
take exam due to large text

After round B of testing, I found that most of the issues with the application in round A have been
resolved after implementing the recommended fixes. The navigation got a lot better overall and
the users understood the concept much more clearly. There were far more positive comments
about the pink visuals as well. The only thing I needed to fix is to reduce the project context down
to a business proposal.
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CHAPTER 5

ROUND C

VIDEO CONCEPT

USER 6
• Easy to navigate

•

Likes direct instructions

•

To the point

•

Enjoys the playful colour

•

Likes the memorising element

•

Teaches you how to think

•

Less side track compared to

•

scheme
•

through speculative design that tries to represent the meaning and focus of my

Find the time pressure

tragedy of the commons, by trying to promote my education system through

element useful

visual representations of what it is meant to achieve.

standard education

•

Futuristic design choices

He is likely to do a program

•

Logo bares resemblance to
Channel 4 logo

like this if it were available

As part of the project, I will be making a video submission of a dystopian advert

To start with, my video was meant to be in the form of a cartoon infographic,
although as I drew closer the end of the project, my app prototype would benefit
from a more realistic visual approach of how it may look like in the not so distant
future. However, I would still use a large portion of the ideas and storyboard

USER 7, 8 & 9
• Slick design

•

Navigation seems easy

•

Minimal

from the infographic concept,

•

Tutorial could be more clear

•

Taking away stuff to make you •

Got slightly confused with the

as many of the segments I was

remember

start of the Exam screen

•

Looks corporate and

•

Home page is too busy

educational

trying to show could also be easily
achieved through conventional
video editing.
The two storyboards on the right
visualise all the elements I wanted

COLLABORATION, TESTING & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

to convey through the video,

I found this testing experience very useful, as it allowed me to collaborate with

mainly reinforcing the brand

other people and be given suggestions in ways I could improve my application

and supporting the application

that I probably would not have concluded on my own.

prototype, which will be used to
fill the gaps and demonstrate the

Doing the 3 rounds of testing has really helped me understand how people

functionality of the system. The

approach applications that slight guidance is needed in the introduction, to

rest of the shots are in place for

provide reasonable context, of what it does and what they should expect in

telling an appealing story, that

relation to layout structure.

would show the users the benefit
of using my education system

This will experience will definitely benefit me in future user testing, by giving me

over the conventional one we

insight in to staging their experience and seeing how they react under different

have at the moment.

conditions, allowing me to grow in a professional capacity in doing further UX
studies.
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To convey the futuristic vibe, I decided it would be good to incorporate another

As part of some of the editing I did, I also animated

skill to replace the infographic animation I was going to do at the beginning

button presses on the surface of the display, to

before my visual style changed, including the branding that was too soft to

simulate if the buttons were pressed by a had, to

represent the topic. It was initially called Success Crop, that transitioned to Fast

make it easier to visualise the images and avoid

Track Education that then once more changed to Haste and the previous name

masking additional elements that would have taken a

became a slogan instead.

considerable amount of time to do.
The images on the right show 3 stages of a button
press, and the keynote animations on the console for

AFTER EFFECTS

how they were done.

The software I would use to create my

keynotes and there was a lot of masking and steps that

visual representation would be the same

had to be taken to achieve this effect.

Unfortunately, it wasn’t as easy as placing a few

as the infographic, which is After Effects,
but the tools used would be different.
I used the motion tracking tool to keep
track of the corners on the A4 piece of

Much of the editing required a lot of keynote animations to function,

acrylic I bought. I would then animate my

including duplicating and replacing images in the motion tracker

videos and images on top of the generated

settings. all of this took some time to get used to, and I had some

frame.

strange bugs along the way that I wasn’t sure how to fix.

This wasn’t as easy as it sounds, as I had
to learn these tools from scratch and each
video would take me multiple hours to

My biggest disappointment came from having to animate the images/videos

complete, just to make a few seconds of

while the footage wasn’t fully stabilized underneath, which not only made my

tracking, because a lot of the tracking had

motion tracking mapping harder, but it also made the video a lot less pleasant to

to be done manually frame by frame.

look at in comparison to professionally taken footage. It is my fault for not using
better camera equipment, not taking enough time to set up my shots, which

Once the tracking was done, the next step

would have also made my post-production easier.

was to use the masking tool and once
again track the movement of the hand
frame by frame, overlaying the original
image back over the visual frame placed on top. This had to be done, or else the
hand would float underneath the image placed over the A4 piece of acrylic, which
wouldn’t look realistic.
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PREMIERE PRO

I tried to stabilize all of the product footage,
to try and improve the visual. However, as

Once I was partially satisfied with the

I said earlier, if I were to film this again I

after effects videos, I collected a series

would use better equipment to reduce the

of FREE videos and images online that

shake. Also use tracking points as I did on

link to my project and used them for

this video, where I placed black dots on the

the video storytelling segments.

actual window to help me track the footage in post-production and place the app
prototype in place using After Effects.

To start the video I animated the
Haste logo at the beginning, to give it

All of the coloured footage has a hint of pink layered over the top, including

a professional and lively feel, I also did

some vignette to set a darken vibe. I added the pink to add some consistency

slightly more motion graphics effects

and make it feel like I’m promoting a positive product since the colour has a

at the end with the logo to test my

connotation of love and happiness. It also helped me link the visuals by providing

abilities and indulge my curiosity.

a colour theme inspired by the branding of the application.
I also animated some words to come in
and fade out to provide an effect to the
story. I did this to aid the transition of the
voice-overs, as many of the pictures have a
direct link to what was said in the video at
that exact moment. For example, the image
on the right that is pointing at “You” had

The speculative concept

the voice over say “you” while the image

advertisement video consisted

was shown. Here is the timeline of all the

of a lot of FREE footage I gather

adjustment layers and footage used in the

from trusted websites. Those

clip, giving you an idea of the amount of

clips that linked to the old/

editing that was done.

current education system
where shown in black & White
to convey bad experience,
inspired by product commercials that start with monochrome footage of bad
products and then show good ones in colour. This is the same effect I applied to
my concept. I also animated and combined some images and footage together,
like the example on the right, where there is floating text on top of the library to
represent a cluttered brain alongside the voice recording in the background.
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CHAPTER 6
LEARNING SKILLS

WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN BETTER
There are three main areas I could have improved on in this submission, as those
areas either could have been done better or needed more content to justify my
ideas.

In the process of doing this unit, Maria Turk challenged many of our perceptions

COMMUNICATION

and ideas around our topics and taught us valuable skills in observation and

Some of my communication within this report could have definitely been

analysis. During many of our sessions, she would lecture us in methods of

improved, as I feel some of the areas could be more precise, especially in the first

synthesising the information that we gather, by stripping down our ideas and

3 chapters where I discussed my ideas and partially repeated myself due to a lot

forcing us to prove our points. Here are some of the tasks she made us do, to

of overlapping features I included in those chapters.

improve your project skills.
The rest of the information was ok on the technical chapters, although the
description of the procedures I did could have also improved. Some more
ITEM STORY TELLING

technical language should have been used that helped link back to the TOTC.

One of our tasks was to try and de-construct
the meaning the items we brought with is

EDITING

meant, and trying to find a common link

As mentioned previously in the chapters, I could have applied myself a lot better

between the objects and create a story

on filming my footage, if given more time and preparation, as I rushed in too

without making reference to ourselves, and

quickly, in to the post-production phase, that could have been less shaky if I got

instead fully focus on the way they formed

more stable footage, and applied more physical tracking points to the surfaces I

the scenes.

was capturing.

It was very challenging to detract myself from the experience, but it did teach me
a valuable skill of attempting to focus subjects matter towards a single point and

COLLABORATION

avoid straying away.

I did collaborate with a lot of people through many rounds of testing and
product development. However, unlike other occasions I didn’t have time to
collaborate with the person I wanted too, that would have helped me with

ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENT

the After Effects and capturing process, as I gave them too little notice, Which

In preparation for attempting to do

I experienced myself after realising how long the post-production took to

school visits, Maria taught us to conduct

complete for the video.

ethnographic research within the building
by making us do observations of scenes
and noting down specific behaviour we

WHAT WENT WELL

were trying to record. It was a very helpful
exercise that taught us how to observe

There are 3 things I’m pleased with, which is the XD application prototype, the

our targets and avoid biasing data by being silent observers, and keep our

interviews I did that helped me narrow down my TOTC, as well as my branding,

interaction with the environment to a minimum if possible.

due to how well the logo came out.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A:
Here is the email interview i conducted with Sophia Tourabi that helped me understand
the topic of failure and exploration a lot better, by providing the ethnographic research i
could not get myself.
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Appendix B:

Appendix C:

Here is the email interview attempt with Diane Reay, who is Faculty of Education at
University of Cambridge. She did respond to my request by giving me a description of her
research and book chapter she attached that i read. This helped me with getting more
context around culture and why failure may occur due to lack of wealth/resources.

Ethnographic requests forms i made and got signed by Maria Turk & Nick Rothwell
giving me permission to do research at schools.

01210342
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Dear Sir/Madam,

This is Maria Turk, I’m a Design & Coding lecturer at Ravensbourne University.
Michail Dzigajev is conducting ethnographic research for his “Design Challenges” unit in his 3rd year,
which is in partnership with Pearson Education.
He is looking at “Tragedy Of The Commons” within the education system as part of the set brief,
and may need temporary access to educational institutions to do some observations on the way
students study.
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Could you please grant him temporary access to your facilities and have some supervision while he
takes notes for his project. He will make sure to avoid disrupting any of the classes and will quietly
observe students from the back of the room.
If you have any quires about this request, feel free to contact either myself or Nick Rothwell, who is
the Course leader.
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Here are both of our emails:
M.turk@rave.ac.uk
N.rothwell@rave.ac.uk

Yours faithfully,

_______________________

Maria Turk,
UX Designer & visiting lecturer

Ravensbourne University London, 6 Penrose Way, Greenwich Peninsula, London SE10 0EW, UK
T: +44 (0)20 3040 3500 E: info@rave.ac.uk W: ravensbourne.ac.uk @RavensbourneUK
A specialist creative university. Designed for industry.
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Appendix D:
Email to Colin Best about doing ethnographic research and filling out a risk assessment
form before going.

Dear Sir/Madam,

This is Nick Rothwell, I’m a Design & Coding course leader at Ravensbourne University.
Michail Dzigajev is conducting ethnographic research for his “Design Challenges” unit in his 3rd year,
which is in partnership with Pearson Education.
He is looking at “Tragedy Of The Commons” within the education system as part of the set brief,
and may need temporary access to educational institutions to do some observations on the way
students study.
Could you please grant him temporary access to your facilities and have some supervision while he
takes notes for his project. He will make sure to avoid disrupting any of the classes and will quietly
observe students from the back of the room.
If you have any quires about this request, feel free to contact either myself or Maria Turk, who is
lecturing this brief under my supervision.
Here are both of our emails:
M.turk@rave.ac.uk
N.rothwell@rave.ac.uk

Yours faithfully,

_______________________

Nick Rothwell,
Course Leader of Design & Coding, Web Media and UX/UI

Ravensbourne University London, 6 Penrose Way, Greenwich Peninsula, London SE10 0EW, UK
T: +44 (0)20 3040 3500 E: info@rave.ac.uk W: ravensbourne.ac.uk @RavensbourneUK
A specialist creative university. Designed for industry.
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Appendix E:

Appendix F:

I sent requests to the following schools and nurseries that i have some ties with:
Primary school. Fri:
-info@sandringham.newham.sch.uk
Nursery. Have a family friend working there:
-info@kayrowe.newham.sch.uk
Secondary school. I’m an alumni there:
-info@forestgatecst.org

Email to Montessori Schools for interview questions to find out more about exploration
(No replies)
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Appendix G:

Appendix H:

Ethnographic testing on level 4: documentation

Exploration research taken from an online source
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Appendix I:

Appendix J:

Item story telling exercise (skill learning)

Video story boarding and technique listing. this is for the previous video concept that
was meant to be the infographic (skill learning)
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Appendix K:

Appendix l:

I did a lot of preparation for doing the infographic video and gathered many free icons
and background screens that I was going to use during the animation process. Just

Larger scale storyboards for this project

wanted to note that a lot of work went in to preparing these and watching tutorial
videos studying how to do the animations. Including the creation of a logo and other
elements for the “Success Corp” idea
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Appendix m:
Moodboards in larger size
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Appendix N:
Some of the pages from my application prototype. The rest are available on google drive
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Thank you for taking the time
to read this!

ALL FINAL WORK IS AVAILABLE ON THIS GOOGLE DRIVE LINK:
HTTPS://DRIVE.GOOGLE.COM/DRIVE/FOLDERS/1OXS_
HJPXSBS4FLF7FAU8R4YJMFSSXBGX?USP=SHARING
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